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Why Choose Christo IT?
You have a lot of choices when it comes to finding the right IT provider 
for your business. Maybe you need a firm that can handle your IT 
departmental overflow. Maybe you need a consultant who will answer 
each call with clear solutions to every problem. Maybe you’re looking 
for IT services that will fix your recurring issues once and for all without 
extensive service charges. Or maybe you need an IT service provider who 
does all of this and more. If that’s the case, then you need Christo IT. 

The Christo IT team of Trusted Engineers™ has the training and expertise to provide your company with 
unparalleled peace of mind. Here at Christo IT, we make sure your network and systems are always running, 
so you can focus on running your business. Here’s how:
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5 Layers of Backup™
Christo IT constantly monitors your system, implementing preventative measures to 
ensure functionality. We backup your system every one to two hours so if any issue 
arises, you’ll never have to worry about losing even a single day’s work. If your server 
does go down, we provide Five Layers of Backup™, ensuring that your business never 
has to take a break for repairs or maintenance. 

ChristoGuard™
With ChristoGuard™, we help to ensure that your system is up 99.9% of the time. 
Our Trusted Engineers™ review your account on an ongoing basis and provide the 
experience necessary to identify any issues that may surface. When a potential issue is 
identified, we provide proactive recommendations to prevent repeat occurrences.

System Optimizer™
Imagine having a dedicated technician whose only job is to inspect your system 
day and night, constantly making adjustments to ensure it always runs at peak 
performance. The Christo IT SystemOptimizer™ puts your system through 42 
checkpoints on an ongoing basis, ensuring that security threats are removed and your 
system is always operating at optimum efficiency. SystemOptimizer™ also keeps an 
eye on your hardware, immediately identifying possible hardware that may cause your 
system to run slowly, making replacement recommendations on a real-time basis.

“From setting up office software systems, to troubleshooting 
computer glitches, Christo IT does it all with proficiency 
and professionalism. We always feel as if our business is in 
excellent hands and we highly recommend them.”    

	 –Julie	Kemp,	CFP
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Software Easy Update™
Christo IT’s Software Easy Update™ service provides you with immediate system 
update recommendations when new versions of software become available. We also 
provide training for you and your employees if you need to upgrade to a new version. 
Christo IT maintains strong working relationships with training partners who specialize 
in a wide range of applications. Whatever your software training needs, we can 
provide you with an expert resource.

WorkSmart™
Christo IT works hand-in-hand with you or 
your internal IT person to provide seamless 
support and state-of-the-art tools that 
increase and maintan system efficiency. With 
WorkSmart™, our Trusted Engineers™ are 
constantly researching and reviewing options 
for reducing downtime and configuring your 
systems to maximize productivity.

IT Value Reports
As a Complete Care™ customer, you’ll receive IT Value Reports each month, providing 
you with a summary of your current IT status, statistics and accomplishments. If you 
need access to this information in between reports, you can log into your MyChristo™ 
Portal for 24/7 instant access to these statistics at any time. 

EasySwitch™
Our EasySwitch™ program enables us to quickly and easily transfer data from your 
old computer or server (even if it’s non-functioning) to a new system. With Complete 
Care™, Christo IT creates detailed individual profiles for all users so if your computer 
ever goes down, we provide you with a loaner, ensuring that you or your employees 
can get back to work quickly while we set up your new computer exactly as you had it 
before. We’ll even remove your old systems and make sure they are properly recycled. 

Learn more about Christo IT at christoit.com, or call 
1.800.211.8657 to speak with one of our Trusted Engineers™.

“Since appointing Christo IT as our technology partner, our 
company, which has remote offices throughout the country 
and a local main office, has had virtually zero service-related 
issues. Our main office systems have never run better and, 
due to this, our productivity is up and our internal costs to 
manage the systems have been significantly reduced.”     
   –Kurt	Forsman,	Derema	Group


